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ECOFLOW PANEL SMART
HOME 

        

   

Product price:  

1.310,66 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

ECOFLOW PANEL SMART HOME 

Built specifically for the DELTA Pro ecosystem, the Smart Home Panel connects the DELTA Pro
Portable Power Station directly to your home wiring.

In the event of a network problem, the Smart Home panel instantly switches to battery backup
mode using any connected DELTA Pro unit. The app provides you with real-time metrics and lets
you avoid peak hour fares.

When you connect MC4-compatible solar panels to DELTA Pro, your home gains in
sustainability. The Smart Home Panel connects free, renewable solar energy to your wall
sockets, lights and other appliances. With enough solar input, your home can become self-
sufficient.

The EcoFlow Smart Home Panel integrates the EcoFlow DELTA Pro unit into your home to
provide a flexible and expandable home battery solution that stores energy for use when needed.
Connect up to 10 home circuits ensuring uninterrupted power during blackouts, smart energy
management and much more. All while saving money.

When a blackout occurs, the Smart Home panel instantly switches to your 10 integrated circuits
and uses the energy of your DELTA Pro units. You won't even notice the outage as the chosen
circuits remain powered with a switching time of only 20ms.

The Smart Home Panel supports and quickly charges up to two DELTA Pro units at a time,
together with their respective supplementary batteries and smart generators. In this way, you will
have a power of 7200 W and a capacity of 25 kWh, enough to power practically any room in the
house in the event of a blackout.

Control all your home ICs via the EcoFlow app and get a 360° view of your energy consumption
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habits. Discover the settings to customize your energy consumption. You can optimize them for
home power backup, to save money, or customize the options to schedule energy consumption
to suit your needs. Once set up, you can also control what power source your home uses, all from
your phone.

Use energy from your DELTA Pro units to power your home during peak energy consumption
hours, reducing bills and strain on the grid during peak hours. During off-peak hours, use low-
cost/renewable energy to fully recharge your DELTA Pro units.

Package contents:

1. Smart Home panel, 2. Infinity cable, 3. Wall brackets, 4. Connectors, 5. User manual

Discover the entire range of Ecoflow products  by clicking HERE!

The images and technical characteristics are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.
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